EGT Series with Indigo-Clean Option

SAFE FOR EVERYONE & EVERYTHING IN YOUR BUILDING
Disinfection as SIMPLE as Changing A Light

---

**Safe, Whole Room Disinfection Option for Educational Settings**
*Designed with Budgets in Mind*

School environments are breeding grounds for viruses, including those that cause COVID-19 and the seasonal flu. Indigo-Clean is a light fixture that safely and automatically disinfects; continuously protecting students and staff. *Get back to school—SAFELY—with the power of Indigo-Clean.*

**Indigo-Clean option:**
- Certified safe per IEC62471; the ONLY lighting standard that assesses risk to human health
- Uses safe, 405nm light
- Continuously disinfects between routine cleanings
- Clinically proven to kill 94% of SARS-CoV-2 and Influenza-A

**Optional Whole Room Disinfection**

- NOWHERE TO HIDE
  - Indigo-Clean safely kills 94% of SARS-CoV-2 including shadowed areas
  - Safe 405nm visible light disinfection

---

*Taking Orders TODAY!*